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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO

GRI 
102-14

TANGER ACTIVELY EMBRACES 
ITS ROLE IN CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY AND OUR 
PRACTICES REFLECT OUR 
CULTURE AND DEMONSTRATE 
RESILIENCE AND A FOCUS 
ON LONG-TERM VALUE 
CREATION FOR ALL OF OUR 
STAKEHOLDERS, INCLUDING 
SHAREHOLDERS, RETAIL 
PARTNERS, EMPLOYEE TEAM 
MEMBERS, CUSTOMERS AND 
COMMUNITY PARTNERS.” 
STEVEN B. TANGER

In 2018, we celebrated our 25th year as a public 
company. I am pleased to present Tanger 
Outlets’ 2018 Corporate Responsibility Report 
for this milestone year. In our third report, 
which covers results from calendar year 2018, 
we highlight Tanger’s environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) activities, and provide our 
stakeholders with additional information about 
our company’s ESG performance.

Tanger actively embraces corporate responsibility 
and our practices reflect our culture and demonstrate 
resilience and a focus on long-term value creation for 
all of our stakeholders, including shareholders, retail 
partners, employee team members, customers and 
community partners.

In 2018 we accomplished and made progress on our 
2017 goals, and chief among these is our commitment 
to transparency and public reporting of ESG matters. 
In this report, you will find examples of Tanger’s 
commitment to sustainable business practices:

Our ENVIRONMENTAL EFFORTS continue to have 
a positive impact on energy and water usage. In 
2018 we decreased water usage by more than 7% in 
stable centers, those in operation for the full years 
of comparison, which was driven by a pilot program 
for irrigation controls. Electricity usage in 2018 was 
down 2.8% in stable centers, driven by LED lighting 
(LED) retrofits. We increased free electric vehicle (EV) 
charging use by more than 50%.
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Our COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT remains strong, 
with 2018 charitable giving through our TangerCARES 
Program exceeding $1.1 million, and more than 
$19.2 million since 1994. We partner with communities 
throughout the portfolio, and contribute both financially 
and through our volunteerism program, which 
allows each full-time employee 40 hours per year for 
volunteer service.

Our COMMITMENT TO A DIVERSE, COLLABORATIVE, 
ENTREPRENEURIAL WORKPLACE is a part of one of 
our identified material issues – Culture. In 2018 we 
increased the diversity of our Board by electing Susan 
Skerrit, the second female board member. This brings 
our Board gender composition to 22% female. We are 
proud to announce that as of December 31, 2018, out 
of 645 employees, female employees made up 70% of 
our corporate employees, 88% of field employees and 
50% of our Executive Leadership Team.

As we accelerate our efforts in the ESG areas impacting 
our business, we continue to work to not only improve 
our long-term performance, but also to increase 
transparent communication with investors, employees 
and the communities we serve.

I am pleased to share this comprehensive report on our 
2018 progress and hope you enjoy reading about our 
efforts, and the places, partnerships and people that 
make it possible.

Sincerely,

STEVEN B. TANGER 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
TANGER FACTORY OUTLET CENTERS, INC.
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44 LOCATIONS

22 STATES & CANADA

TANGER CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS
Greensboro, NC

OUTLETS ARE WHAT 
WE DO – WE’RE  
THE EXPERTS
Tanger Factory Outlet Centers, Inc. 
(NYSE: SKT), is a publicly-traded 
REIT headquartered in Greensboro, 
North Carolina. Tanger has more than 
38 years of experience in the outlet 
industry and is singularly focused 
on the development, acquisition, 
ownership, marketing, operation and 
management of our centers.

Tanger centers attract over 190 million loyal visitors each 
year. Our well-located centers are the smart shopper’s ideal 
one-stop destination for the latest styles at great savings. Our 
portfolio of 44 upscale outlet shopping centers in 22 states 
and in Canada (as of December 31, 2018), showcases a 
tenant mix of leading designers and brand name retailers.

At Tanger, we focus on making our retail partners 
successful, year after year. We have built a solid brand 
name for millions seeking designer names at value 
prices. Our strong marketing partnership programs help 
promote the brand through optimized channels, ultimately 
aiding in creating profitable distribution opportunities 
nationwide for our retail partners, and attractive first-class 
destinations for our shoppers.

IN 2018, TANGER 
CELEBRATED 
25 YEARS 
AS A PUBLIC 
COMPANY.

COMPANY PROFILE

OUR NATIONAL FOOTPRINT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2018

44
outlet centers in the U.S. 
and Canada

Approximately 15.3 
million square feet

530
brand name tenants 
(3,100+ stores)

97% 
year-end occupancy

Over 

190
million loyal visitors 
each year

645
full- and part-time 
corporate jobs

An estimated 

45,000 full- and 
part-time jobs created 
to staff the stores of 
our tenant partners
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BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
Despite the retail industry facing significant challenges, we again delivered solid results in 2018 and continued to 
further strengthen our balance sheet by increasing our borrowing capacity, reducing our exposure to floating rate debt 
and extending the average term to maturity.

We are proud of these achievements as they point to our ability to strategically position Tanger to grow 
opportunistically and to ultimately create long-term value for our shareholders. Among other achievements in 2018, 
our executive officers and dedicated employees led Tanger to realize the following results:

ADJUSTED FUNDS FROM 
OPERATIONS (“AFFO”)
Increased to $2.48 per share, or 
$243.3 million, for the 2018 period 
compared to $2.46 per share, or 
$245.3 million, for the 2017 period.
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OCCUPANCY
96.8% occupied consolidated 
portfolio at year-end 2018 (compared 
to year-end 2017), marking the 38th 
consecutive year with year-end 
occupancy of 95% or greater.

97
.3

%

96
.8

%

20172018

COMMON SHARE CASH DIVIDENDS
Raised dividend in April 2018 by 2% on an 
annualized basis to $1.40 per share, marking our 

25th consecutive annual 
dividend increase. Since becoming a 
public company in May 1993, Tanger has paid a cash 
dividend each quarter and has increased its dividend 
each year.

AVERAGE TENANT SALES
Average tenant sales productivity 
for the consolidated portfolio was 
$385 per square foot for the twelve 
months ended December 31, 2018, 
compared to $380 per square foot in 
the comparable prior year period.

$3
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$3
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20172018

INCREASED LIQUIDITY
Amended our line of credit 
agreements, extending maturity 
by two years in January 2018, 
increasing our borrowing capacity to 
$600 million from $520 million, and 
reducing the interest rate spread to 
87.5 basis points over LIBOR from 
90 basis points.
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00
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20
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20172018

INTEREST COVERAGE RATIO

Maintained strong interest coverage 
ratio of 4.5 times for both 2018 and 2017.

EXTENDED BANK TERM LOAN
Amended and restated our bank 
term loan, increasing the outstanding 
balance to $350 million from $325 
million, extending the maturity to 
April 2024 from April 2021, and 
reducing the interest rate spread to 
90 basis points down from 95 basis 
points over LIBOR.

$3
50

$3
25

20172018

LONG-TERM FINANCING IN UNCONSOLIDATED 
JOINT VENTURES
Closed on two separate mortgages in our 
unconsolidated joint ventures, replacing existing 
floating rate loans with 10 and 11 year fixed rate 

mortgages with interest rates ranging 
from 4.3% to 4.6%.

FFO and AFFO are non-GAAP financial measures that we believe are important supplemental indicators of our operating performance.  For a discussion of FFO and AFFO, including  a 
reconciliation to GAAP, please see Appendix A.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

Tanger Factory Outlet Centers, Inc. is 
committed to annual reporting on our 
corporate responsibility programs. Our 2018 
Corporate Responsibility Report provides an 
overview of our commitment to sustainability 
and the communities where we live and work – 
the Places, Partnerships and People that create 
value for our stakeholders – every day. 

This report is for the calendar year ending on 
December 31, 2018. It includes information from 
44 Tanger centers in 22 states and Canada. Unless 
otherwise noted, the scope of this report is limited to 
Tanger’s corporate headquarters and centers where we 
hold exclusive operational control of day-to-day property 
management responsibilities, which for Tanger’s 
portfolio, excludes non-U.S. investments and one 
domestic joint venture. 

The determination of goal achievement uses baseline 
data from our first Corporate Responsibility report in 
2016. Much of the data shared in the Places section of 
this 2018 report shows year-over-year comparisons, 
(e.g., 2018 compared to 2017). 

Tanger’s reporting process has been guided by the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards, and 
considered metrics outlined by the Sustainable 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and Global Real 
Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB).

This report contains reporting of ESG topics and 
a Content Index highlighting GRI Standards and 
Disclosures located at the end of the report. For ease of 
navigation, GRI Standards referenced in the report are 
also identified at the beginning of each section, to help 
stakeholders find and link to specific GRI information. 

In the Corporate Responsibility Goals section, you 
will find a graphic that lists all environmental, social, 
governance (ESG) goals and shows progress toward 
meeting these goals. More detailed descriptions are 
included in each of the respective Places, Partnerships, 
People, and Governance and Ethics sections. 

This Corporate Responsibility Report contains 
forward-looking statements relative to ESG and 
other non-financial performance measures. These 
statements include, but are not limited to, plans, 
estimates, intentions, and similar statements 
concerning anticipated future events, programs, results, 
circumstances, performance or expectations that are 
not historical facts. These forward-looking statements 
are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results 
could differ materially from those projected due to 
various factors.

GRI 
102-46
102-48
102-50
102-52
102-54
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OUR APPROACH TO 
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

At Tanger, we recognize that corporate responsibility is essential to our success and to creating 
long-term value for our stakeholders, including shareholders, retail partners, employee team 
members, community partners, and customers, and to protecting the future of the environment. 

We continue to look for opportunities to integrate sustainability into our business practices as we address the material 
issues impacting Tanger and our stakeholders.

Along with Governance, the pillars of our corporate responsibility approach include:

PLACES
Environmental Footprint 
Practices that enhance and differentiate our properties while considering the sustainability of 
our business and our planet.

PARTNERSHIPS
Shareholders, Retailers and Community Engagement 
Mutually beneficial relationships with shareholders, retailers and nonprofit partners that 
facilitate improved quality of life for the communities we serve.

PEOPLE
Customers and Employees 
The long-term, trusting relationships with team members and the consumers we serve.

OUR MATERIAL ISSUES – 
ESG PRIORITIES AND 
IMPACTS
We begin with understanding opportunities and risks 
arising from the material issues that impact our business 
and inform our ESG strategy. It is critical to translate these 
issues into operational priorities and processes across 
the business as well as within specific functional areas, 
focusing on global economic, environmental and social 
impacts. The list below includes top level ESG items that 
have been identified through stakeholder, executive and 
board engagement and are priority areas for Tanger.

ESG Priorities - Material Issues include: 

COMPANY REPUTATION

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

CULTURE

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

GRI 
102-40
102-42
102-43
102-44
102-47
103-2
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Stakeholder Engagement at Tanger

STAKEHOLDER

LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT

TYPE OF ENGAGEMENTO A P I

SHAREHOLDERS

• Quarterly earnings calls
• Annual shareholder meeting
• One-on-one dialog with individual investors and institutions, including:

• NAREIT REITweek
• NAREIT REITworld
• BAML Global Real Estate Conference
• CITI Global Property CEO Conference
• Wells Fargo Annual Real Estate Securities Conference
• Non-deal Roadshows hosting one-on-one meetings

RETAIL 
PARTNERS

• Retailer conferences, surveys and listening sessions
• One-on-one dialog with corporate and center retailer representatives
• Conversations and speaking engagements at industry events like ICSC, 

RECON

CUSTOMERS 
(SHOPPERS)

• Customer engagement surveys and conversations
• Customer service centers at each center, staffed during all hours when 

mall is open to support retailer and customer communication
• Live customer support hotline 5 – 7 days/week, based on seasonality
• Active engagement of shopper feedback through social media 

channels, online review sites, Tanger Mobile App, and onsite surveys

COMMUNITY 
PARTNERS

• Listening sessions and direct dialog with partners including local 
governments, planning boards, visitor bureaus, chambers of commerce, 
citizen groups and non-governmental (NGO) partners

• Board service by local Tanger leaders on NGO and community boards 
and committees 

EMPLOYEE TEAM 
MEMBERS

• Performance reviews
• Formal reporting mechanisms for issues (e.g., fraud, harassment, etc.)
• Wellness, benefits and financial workshops, job skill and leadership training
• Online portals for benefits, wellness and development information 
• New hire surveys

Organizational Level (O) Asset Level (A) Project Level (P) Individual Levels (I)

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
We are committed to delivering long-term value 
to our stakeholders, including shareholders, retail 
partners, community partners, employee team 
members and customers, and to identifying how 
our ESG priorities and material issues impact each 
group. Tanger proactively engages with these key 
stakeholder groups on a regular basis. Our corporate 
responsibility commitment is demonstrated by 
engaging stakeholders as we identify priority issues 
and communicate performance. 

Engagement with stakeholders helps us identify and 
refine the ESG issues that are priorities for Tanger. By 
engaging with stakeholders directly, we are better able 
to keep a real-time pulse on the issues and concerns 
they express. This engagement allows us to monitor 
and manage ESG issues through a series of internal 
processes that are outlined in the adjacent table. 

Next Steps with  
ESG Reporting
Tanger is committed to continuing to identify, 
refine, implement and report on ESG priorities. 
By measuring and reporting on goals, and adding 
the Content Index, Tanger has demonstrated this 
commitment in a thoughtful and transparent manner. 
We expect our reporting process will continue to 
evolve over time.
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY 
GOALS—AT A GLANCE

GRI 
103-3

GOAL STATUS

plaCes

GREENHOUSE 
GAS EMISSIONS 
AND ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

Improve greenhouse gas (GHG) efficiency by 8% by 2020 

Improve portfolio-wide energy efficiency by 8% by 2020

Full LED transition by 2022

Achieve 6.8 million kWh of annual production from solar systems in at least five centers by 2020

Installation of EV charging stations at all centers by 2020, and double baseline kWh by 2020

All centers certified as “Storm Ready” by the U.S. Department of Commerce and National Weather 
Service by 2022

LEED Performance Certification at the Silver level or greater for 20% of the portfolio by 2020

WATER USAGE 
AND WASTE 
DIVERSION

Reduce portfolio-wide water usage by 20% by 2022 (including full transition to cloud-based controlling 
and monitoring system)

Achieve 60% waste diversion by 2022

partnerships

OUR 
SHAREHOLDERS

Provide shareholders with greater transparency and access to ESG information including, but not 
limited to, inclusion of a Content Index including GRI Core, SASB and GRESB, in the annual Corporate 
Responsibility Report by 2020

OUR RETAILERS Identify collaborative opportunities with retailers to create synergies around sustainability efforts

Support retail partners with innovative tools, processes and approaches

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

Multi‐year, cumulative contribution of $20M to selected community and national charities by 2020

Engage employees to participate in relevant community organizations, and volunteer an average of 
100 hours per year at each Tanger location, for 4,000 hours/year portfolio-wide

Key:   Achieved     In progress     New goal in 2018
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GOAL STATUS

people

OUR 
CUSTOMERS

Be the “First Choice” for shoppers by providing them with the best brands, best prices and best 
customer experience, as measured through a comprehensive customer survey by 2020

Install Wifi at 95% of Tanger properties by 2019

Install children’s play areas, Tanger Golf or splashpad areas in more than 20 locations by 2022

OUR EMPLOYEE 
TEAM 
MEMBERS

Strengthen Tanger’s diverse, collaborative, entrepreneurial culture by refining and clarifying core values, 
implementing programs that demonstrate these values in actions; incorporate into Performance 
Management system by 2019

Develop and execute Tanger’s Talent Management processes to maximize performance and provide 
direction for continuous employee development 

Conduct a Pay Equity Analysis by 2020

goVernanCe 
 anD ethiCs

Increase levels of transparency to meet increasing expectations of investors and stakeholders

Report ESG data and goals using international and industry standards and frameworks, e.g., GRI, SASB, 
GRESB by 2020

Develop and publish a Human Rights Policy by 2019

Establish an executive ESG committee by 2019

Conduct an updated ESG Material Issues Assessment by 2020

Formally identify environmental issues on the Enterprise Risk Management Risk Register for regular 
review by 2019

Develop an environmental statement or policy by 2020

Key:   Achieved     In progress     New goal in 2018
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PLACES
OUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
FOOTPRINT
Practices that enhance and differentiate our 
properties while considering the sustainability of 
our business and our planet.



ENVIRONMENTAL 
FOOTPRINT GOALS 

W: 10 mm H: 10 mm
Standard size of artboard

2pt
Standard stroke weight

Make sure the icon is centered within the artboard

Remove unnecessary color swatches

Check the overprinting from the ATTRIBUTES window (Ctrl+F11)

Tanger focuses on energy efficiency through monitoring and analysis of energy consumption at each property. 
To guide our efforts, we’ve established the following goals and objectives. In our third year of reporting, we 
have seen substantial progress toward meeting targeted goals that will continue to guide our efforts.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Energy Efficiency*

Water Usage 
and Waste 
Diversion*

 Improve Greenhouse Gas efficiency by 8% by 2020

 Improve portfolio-wide energy efficiency by 8% by 2020

 Full LED transition by 2022

 Achieve 6.8 million kWh of annual production from solar systems 
in at least five centers by 2020

 Installation of EV charging stations at all centers by 2020 and 
double baseline kWh by 2020

 All centers certified as “Storm Ready” by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and National Weather Service by 2022

 LEED Performance Certification at the Silver level or greater for 
more than 20% of the portfolio by 2020

 Reduce portfolio-wide water usage 
by 20% by 2022 (including full 
transition to a cloud-based 
controlling and monitoring system)

 Achieve 60% waste diversion 
by 2022

* For stabilized centers — those in operation for the full years of comparison.

Tanger recognizes the impact of its environmental 
footprint and the positive impact that energy management 
and other responsible practices can have on both the 
environment and company performance. We continuously 
identify and assess opportunities for innovative, 
environmentally-friendly technologies, from the design/
build stage through use and retrofitting, as appropriate. 
Examples include LED retrofitting, solar and renewable 
energy sources, water minimization, and waste reduction. 
These innovations, in addition to responsible and rigorous 
energy monitoring and management, have helped Tanger 
reduce energy costs and environmental impact.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Because electricity use represents nearly 85% of our 
emissions footprint annually, energy efficiency is an 
important focus area for Tanger.

Through sound design decisions, monitoring, and 
analysis of energy consumption at each center, Tanger 
strives to realize increased energy efficiency and lower 
energy costs. Over 60% of Tanger centers have white, 
reflective membrane roofing on all roof surfaces, with 
partial coverage on another 20% of our centers; and 10% 
are covered with solar panels. 

Continued improvement in tracking data and monitoring 
trends has helped improve efficiency and decreased the 
impact of our environmental footprint. In 2018, electrical 
usage decreased by nearly 3% and 2018 GHG emissions 
decreased by 2.1% over 2017, when comparing centers in 
operation for the full year. GHG emissions per square foot 
have decreased by more than 1% across the portfolio, and 
more than 2% for stable centers. Emissions per million 
dollars in revenue have decreased by more than 2%. 

This analysis represents emissions for stable centers, 
those with comparative data for the full year; it does not 
include new centers with partial-year data. Decreases 
in electrical usage were driven by full-year LED retrofits 
completed in 2017 at seven centers, and partial-year 
2018 retrofits in eight centers. GHG levels in separately 
metered LED retrofit sites fell nearly 13%. At master 
metered centers, GHG increased slightly, up 0.5%, while 
separately metered center common areas decreased by 
nearly 6%.

REDUCTION OF EMISSIONS
Below is a table that shows Scope 1 & 2 emissions combined, comparing 2018 to 
2017, as well as percentage of emissions types (mostly Scope 2 emissions). 

SCOPE 1 & 2 COMBINED* 2018 2017 %

Absolute  48,694  49,763  -2%

Intensity/10000 SQ FT  35.7  36.5 -2%

Intensity/ SQ FT 0.00357 0.00365 -2%

Intensity/Million Rev 114.8 117.3 -2%

* Based on preliminary emissions data at 36 stable U.S. centers

PERCENTAGE OF EMISSIONS TYPES 2017 2016

Scope 1 2% 2%

Scope 2 98% 98%

Tanger is able to compare the performance of utilities at each center to similar 
centers within the portfolio, as well as same center year-over-year comparisons, 
due to ongoing monitoring of center-level utility performance data, including those 
associated with capital and operational improvements. This allows for quick 
identification of spikes in utility consumption and costs. Thus, we are able to monitor 
status, and our team can take corrective action to minimize impact and costs. We 
have targeted specific centers for operational improvements and potential on-site 
operational investments including exterior lighting control adjustments or upgrades, 
enhancing HVAC controls, and LED retrofits.

GRI 
302-1
302-3
302-4
305-1
305-2
305-4
305-5
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When feasible, we develop or redevelop a 
property to align with the Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) green building 
standards. For example, our Deer Park, NY facility 
is Silver LEED certified, as is one of our Hilton 
Head, SC locations. We are also researching 
LEED certification for Existing Buildings, 
Operations and Maintenance (EBOM) in multiple 
other locations, with a goal to achieve LEED 
Performance Certification at the Silver level for 
more than 20% of the portfolio by 2020.

In 2018, Tanger completed major 
renovations and capital improvements of 
existing centers at Hilton Head, SC and 
Mebane, NC and added additional retail 
and dining options on adjacent pad sites in 
Grand Rapids, MI; Hershey, PA; and Tilton, 
NH. Reinvestment into existing operational 
items in 2018 increased 22% over 2017, 
resulting in decreased operating costs.

LEED 
CERTIFICATIONS

LED TRANSITION - LIGHTING CONTROLS 
AND RETROFITS
Prior to 2016, only 10 centers had portions using LED lighting. Since 2015, all new centers have been equipped 
with LED, which primarily involves exterior lighting, and any expanded or renovated centers received LED lighting 
upgrades during construction. We have web-interfaced lighting control systems in 13 enters and photocell parking 
lot lights in the balance of our centers. We added lighting control systems to one center in 2017 and three centers in 
2018. Due to Tanger’s thoughtful capital planning process using a three-to five-year planning horizon, we are able to 
balance the needs of existing centers for upgrades including LED retrofits, which are anticipated to be completed by 
2022, or earlier, for all centers. When complete, we expect our LED retrofits to save more than $1 million annually on 
electrical costs. 

Tanger has aggressively targeted retrofits in areas with the highest utility costs and usage. Full LED retrofits were 
completed at multiple properties beginning in 2017, including Grand Rapids, MI; Foxwoods, CT; Myrtle Beach, SC; 
Jeffersonville, OH; and Charleston, SC.

These retrofits are a great help in reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The electric design and LED usage at the 
Columbus, OH center resulted in saving more than one million kWh of electricity or 831 tons of CO2. This equates to 
taking 178 cars off the road per year or planting 21,541 trees. Tanger Columbus received significant recognition from 
AEP Ohio, the local electric company, recognizing their buildout of the Columbus center and commitment to energy 
efficiency, which was based on participation and data provided in various data requests submitted as part of this retrofit. 
We expect that the continued transition to full LED lighting will decrease Tanger’s environmental footprint.

Tanger continued retrofits in 2018 with another eight centers converting to LED (Hilton Head 2, SC; Myrtle Beach 17, 
SC; Foley, AL; Commerce, GA; Blowing Rock, NC; Howell, MI; San Marcos, TX; and Terrell, TX). These eight centers 
realized a partial year savings of 12.8% for those separately metered stabilized sites.

In 2019, we intend to fund the balance of the non-solar portfolio to complete LED retrofits, including Hilton Head 1, SC; 
National Harbor, MD; Locust Grove, GA; Gonzales, LA; Branson, MO; Houston, TX; Sevierville, TN; Westgate in Glendale, 
AZ and Savannah, GA.

15TANGER FACTORY OUTLET CENTERS, INC.
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SOLAR UPDATES
Tanger achieved our goal of producing 6.8 million kWh 
of annual energy production from solar systems in at 
least five centers by 2020 – in 2018 — two years earlier 
than anticipated. Tanger properties in Riverhead, NY (two 
centers); Deer Park, NY; Atlantic City, NJ; and Rehoboth 
Beach, DE (three centers) currently have solar solutions, and 
portfolio solar production has increased more than five-fold, 
from 1.2 million kWh in 2016, offloading traditional source 
electric usage.

This 6.8 million kWh experienced a small shortfall in 
production in 2018, due to downtime from a roof coating 
project at our Riverhead, NY centers. When roof coating 
projects are completed in 2020, we expect to average 7 
million kWh of production annually, enough to power 650 
households for a year. 

These innovative moves in solar conversions and usage 
are excellent examples of our commitment to energy 
efficiency and reducing our environmental footprint.

GREEN VEHICLES AND 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
CHARGING STATIONS
Tanger is an industry leader in the use of EV charging 
stations. In 2018, 35 of our 38 U.S. centers with parking 
lots had EV charging stations, which are provided at no 
charge to customers. With 80 total units, each capable 
of supporting 2 or more vehicles, customer usage 
averaged more than 2,590 charges per month in 2018, 
up more than 72%, from 1,500 per month in 2017. In 
2018, Tanger has realized a 50% increase in unique EV 
users, resulting in 53% more kWh saved. In 2018, charge 
time increased by nearly 43%, with an average session 
length of 1 hour and 37 minutes. Based on these 
changes, Tanger has realized GHG reductions of nearly 
70,000 kg of Co2, an increase of more than 53% from 
2017, saving nearly 21,000 gallons of gasoline per year. 
Since its inception, Over 187,000 kg of GHG have been 
avoided through Tanger’s EV charging stations, which is 
comparable to planting nearly 4,800 trees! 

At the center in Deer Park, NY the security vehicle 
used to patrol the parking lots is powered by the EV 
charging stations.

35
U.S. centers with parking 
lots had EV charging stations

50%
increase in unique EV users, resulting in 
53% more kWh saved

GHG reductions of

NEARLY

70,000 kg
of CO2

NEARLY

21,000
gallons of gasoline 
saved per year

OVER

187,000 kg
of GHG were avoided through Tanger’s EV  
charging stations
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NEARLY 

8%
total water 
usage reduced at 
retrofitted sites

MORE THAN 

16,000
gallons saved during the 
seven months of data 
collection in 2018

12M
tons of waste 
recycled in 2018

58.5%
total waste recycled

WATER USAGE AND 
WASTE DIVERSION

LANDSCAPE AND 
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
We are excited to share our 2018 water savings based on new landscape irrigation monitoring and control 
systems at 12 Tanger centers. Strong management of water systems has produced the first decrease in water 
usage ever for Tanger. With the execution of the irrigation system program, we’ve reduced total water usage at 
retrofitted sites by nearly 8%. 

With initial results from the 12 sites yielding even greater savings than expected, Tanger saved more than 
16,000 gallons during the seven months of data collection in 2018, which is a decrease of nearly 8% in total water 
usage. We are planning to roll out systems in another eight centers in 2019. This will complete the balance of the 
centers that use public water for irrigation. 

WASTE DIVERSION
Tanger recycled 12 million tons of waste in 2018, or 58.5% of our total waste generated. This is significantly above 
the EPA average of 34.7%. The 12.5 million tons of cardboard used for shipping from our centers is the largest 
category of waste, and recycling efforts have accelerated over the past few years. 

Our Riverhead, NY; Foley, AL; and Foxwoods, CT centers have all been leaders in this area; each recycles more 
than 70% of their waste. 

We’ve renewed our focus on reducing the amount of paper we use in our corporate headquarters, with positive 
results. Successful efforts in converting monthly reporting to electronic distribution and review have reduced 
shredding and recycling by nearly 20%. Through office paper recycling, we save more than 14 tons of landfill 
waste each year at the corporate headquarters, which equates to nearly 250 trees annually.
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PARTNERSHIPS
OUR SHAREHOLDERS, RETAILERS 
AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Mutually beneficial relationships with shareholders, retailers and 
nonprofit partners that facilitate improved quality of life for the 
communities we serve.



OUR SHAREHOLDERS

SHAREHOLDER 
INVESTMENTS IN TANGER
Outlets are a profitable distribution channel with a 
lower cost of occupancy for our retail partners, when 
compared with traditional malls and other retail 
formats. As of December 31, 2018, the average cost 
of occupancy in the Tanger portfolio was lower than 
any public mall REIT. In addition, unlike other retail 
formats, Tanger centers are easier to reconfigure given 
the smaller size of assets, standard bay depths and 
lack of large anchor box stores that can be very costly 
to redevelop.

Because the outlet sector is not overbuilt, we believe 
when an outlet center enters a new market, consumers 
are excited for the new value-driven experience. 
Consistent with our history, we again delivered solid 
operating results in 2018, including occupancy at year 
end of 96.8%, which was best-in-class among mall 
REITs and marked our 38th consecutive year-end with 
occupancy of 95% or greater. 2018 marked our 26th 
consecutive year of increasing dividends. We have paid 
an all-cash dividend every quarter since our initial public 
offering. We strive to provide substantial returns to our 
shareholders over the long-term.

PROVIDING 
SHAREHOLDERS 
WITH GREATER 
TRANSPARENCY
We are dedicated to engaging shareholders, making 
our management team and members of our board 
of directors accessible, providing and transparently 
disclosing the appropriate information. We regularly 
engage, both formally and informally, with our 
shareholders, through meetings, road shows, 
conferences and investor calls. During 2018, we reached 
out to shareholders representing approximately 80% of 
our outstanding shares (and spoke with and received 
feedback from 60%) to discuss performance, strategy, 
corporate governance, board composition and executive 
compensation. Our goal is to foster relationships of trust 
and facilitate timely feedback from our stakeholders.

In addition to transparency regarding financial and 
operating metrics, we recognize that our investors 
are also interested in understanding our ESG policies, 
programs and performance. To demonstrate the 
importance of our partnerships with shareholders, this 
year we have endeavored to make it easier for them 
to evaluate Tanger’s ESG performance. Beginning with 

GRI 
413-1

SHAREHOLDER 
GOALS

We have established goals and objectives to 
measure our progress towards sustainable, 
long-term and mutually beneficial partnerships.

 Provide shareholders with greater 
transparency and access to ESG information 
including, but not limited to inclusion of a 
Content Index including GRI Core, SASB 
and GRESB, in the annual Corporate 
Responsibility Report by 2020

the 2018 Corporate Responsibility Report, we have 
included a Content Index at the end of the document, 
which succinctly lays out our ESG efforts and results. 
This allows better accessibility and searchability of 
report content, applies global standards for reporting 
information that allows comparability of data, and 
ultimately holds us accountable.
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OUR RETAILERS

COLLABORATING AND 
SUPPORTING RETAIL 
PARTNERS
Tanger continually looks for ways to collaborate and 
support our retail partners and make Tanger their “First 
Choice” partner. Tanger centers are well positioned 
across the U.S. and Canada and are typically located 
near or outside major metropolitan areas or in popular 
tourist destinations. Our superior outlet experience and 
deep tenant relationships make Tanger a trusted partner. 
We actively manage our portfolio and centers to drive 
solid performance. Outlets are one of the most profitable 
channels for retailers and Tanger offers tenants a lower 
cost of occupancy.

Tanger also invests in our retailer’s success through 
robust marketing programs. Important components 
of our omnichannel strategy are providing our retailers 
a direct touchpoint with the consumer and offering 
the ability to maintain integrity of their brands through 
control of product placement and pricing. Our marketing 
programs are designed to drive optimal traffic and help 
retailers convert sales. These programs offer valuable 
opportunities for retailers to engage consumers 
throughout the year, over a variety of platforms.

Additionally, retail partnerships have contributed to 
Tanger-sponsored community engagement projects, 
including gifts to recognize PINK campaign breast 
cancer survivors, Hometown HEROES, and other 
community projects.

RETAILER SUPPORT – 
OFFERING TOOLS AND 
BUILDING CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY
Our Retailer Hub platform has proven to be one of 
several valuable tools for retailers. Available to retail 
tenants at no additional charge, it serves as a one stop 
integrator of information ranging from advertising 
schedules to market demographics, and shopper 
demographics. This helps retailers be quick to market, 
manage and personalize their consumer-facing 
messaging, easily create web offers, and expeditiously 
coordinate advertising and offers from all sources.

Customer loyalty programs like TangerClub, our “Tanger 
Outlets Best Price Promise™,” location of many Tanger 
properties in tourist destinations, and local Tanger 
leadership who understand and care about their local 
communities, are all effective in supporting our retail 
partners. Customer loyalty brings shoppers back to 
enjoy the high-quality goods available from Tanger 
retailers, and may translate into more visits and higher 
sales for retailers.

Our “Best Price Promise” helps retailers make the sale 
knowing that the customer will always get the best price 
from Tanger. If a customer finds any purchased product 
at Tanger centers advertised for less within 14 days, we 
will gladly refund the difference.

RETAILER 
GOALS

We have established goals and objectives to 
measure our progress towards sustainable, long-
term, and mutually beneficial partnerships.

 Identify collaborative opportunities with 
retailers to create synergies around 
sustainability efforts

 Support retailer partners with innovative 
tools, processes and approaches
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OUR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

TangerCARES
Tanger strives to make the communities we serve better places for everyone to live, work and raise families. Whether it’s at our corporate headquarters in Greensboro, NC, or our 
portfolio of centers across the United States and Canada, Tanger contributes time, talent and funding to support our communities. Active engagement in the communities where 
Tanger team members live and work is a cornerstone of being a good corporate citizen.

We call this community support TangerCARES, and we focus primarily on the three issues listed below.

PINK Campaign TangerKIDS Hometown HEROES 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT GOALS

We have established goals and objectives to guide our community engagement.

 Multi-year, cumulative contribution of $20 million* to selected community and national charities by 2020

* Contributions from all sources including customer donations and fund-raising efforts

 Engage employees to participate in relevant community organizations, and volunteer an average of 100 
hours per year at each Tanger location, for 4,000 hours/year portfolio-wide

Tanger served communities in need in 2018 by contributing to breast cancer research and local breast cancer 
treatment and support centers, by supporting our children and schools, and by recognizing and engaging our 
Hometown HEROES. 

During 2018, contributions from all sources were approximately $1.1 million dollars. Since 1994, Tanger has partnered 
with and donated more than $19.2 million to a variety of worthwhile charitable organizations and causes.

 
PINK CAMPAIGN – 
BREAST CANCER 
AWARENESS & RESEARCH
Tanger continues to support breast cancer awareness and 
research in the effort to prevent and cure breast cancer by 
advancing the world’s most promising research. Tanger 
has proudly supported the work of the Breast Cancer 
Research Foundation (BCRF), the nation’s highest-rated 
breast cancer organization according to Charity Watch 
and Charity Navigator, since 1994. Tanger’s support 

has made possible, in part, pioneering breast cancer 
studies including research conducted by Dr. Shelley 
Hwang, Professor of Surgery, Chief of Breast Surgery, 
and Vice Chair of Research at Duke University. Dr. Hwang 
investigates treatment options for women with DCIS, an 
early form of breast cancer, also called Stage 0 breast 
cancer. Dr. Hwang’s clinical trial, called COMET, looks at the 
risks and benefits of active surveillance for women with 
low-risk DCIS, a strategy that delays surgery and treatment 
until tests show that the disease has progressed. This 
trial will allow researchers to identify clinical and biological 
markers that indicate a high risk of DCIS advancing to 
invasive breast cancer, and ultimately will reduce the use of 
surgery and treatment when DCIS is non-threatening, while 
providing the opportunity for swift action when DCIS shows 
signs of becoming an invasive cancer.

TANGER OUTLETS HAS BEEN A VITAL 
PARTNER TO BCRF OVER THE LAST 
EIGHT YEARS. THEIR DONATIONS 
HAVE ENABLED US TO FUND 
CRITICALLY IMPORTANT RESEARCH 
THAT IS SEEKING TO UNRAVEL THE 
MYSTERY OF BREAST CANCER: 
WHY IT OCCURS, HOW TO TREAT IT 
AND WAYS TO PREVENT IT FROM 
HAPPENING IN THE FIRST PLACE. BY 
SUPPORTING THE HIGHEST RATED 
BREAST CANCER ORGANIZATION 
IN THE COUNTRY, TANGER OUTLETS 
HAS PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE 
IN PROPELLING BREAST CANCER 
RESEARCH FORWARD, TOWARD NEW 
PREVENTATIVE AND TREATMENT 
OPTIONS AT A FASTER SPEED THAN 
EVER BEFORE.” 
MYRA BIBLOWIT, 
BCRF PRESIDENT & CEO
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PINK CAMPAIGNS 
ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE
In addition to funding breast cancer research and 
awareness, Tanger has encouraged and empowered 
team members to get out into their communities and 
join this fight. Tanger’s annual PINK Campaign each 
October, with the help of retail partners and customers, 
raised more than $906,000 in 2018 and more than 
$16.6 million has been raised since the beginning of the 
program in 1994. Proceeds from the PINK Campaign 
support local breast cancer organizations, with over 
$650,000 raised for local causes in 2018, and over 
$250,000 contributed to BCRF. 

Tanger’s Myrtle Beach, SC centers hosted Conway 
Medical Center Foundation’s (CMC) mammography 
program onsite in October, 2018, featuring their new 
mobile 3D mammography center. CMC’s goal is to 
improve women’s health by offering the opportunity 
to detect early signs of breast cancer or other 
diseases. Since the program was introduced in 2005, 
CMC Foundation has paid over $445,000 in services 
for women who are not able to pay. Tanger Myrtle 
Beach donated more than $35,000 through the 2018 
PINK campaign. 

Tanger’s Branson, MO center held its 10th annual 
TangerFit 5K Run/Walk and silent auction in late 
September, 2018, hosting more runners than ever before 
and raising more than $26,000 in sponsorships and 
through the silent auction. The race, along with more 
than 30 stores participating in the Tanger Tata Tutu 
contest made it a fun event with major Facebook and 
social media attention. “A whole-hearted THANK YOU to 
Tanger Outlets Branson for their continued support this 
year. Jamie Whiteis, GM and Deidre McCormick, AGM, 
you and your team have truly outdone yourselves this 
year in helping this organization continue to help cover 
the cost of life for Ozark families facing breast cancer,” 
said Crystal Webster as she expressed her delight and 
picked up a check for more than $45,000 on behalf of 
the Breast Cancer Foundation of the Ozarks.

OUR LATEST 3D MOBILE 
MAMMOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGY 
GETS OUT IN THE COMMUNITY AND 
IT BRINGS THOSE MAMMOGRAMS 
TO THE COMMUNITY. SO, IT IS 
REALLY SPECIAL.” 
TED MILFORD, DIRECTOR 
OF DEVELOPMENT FOR 
CMC FOUNDATION
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HELPING CHILDREN AND 
SCHOOLS SUCCEED — 
TANGERKIDS GRANTS 
Since 1996, Tanger has made a commitment to give 
back to the schools in local communities where 
Tanger centers are located. Over the past 21 years, 
Tanger has taken great pride in supporting the futures 
and education of students, and has donated nearly 
$2.7 million in financial support. In 2018, Tanger 
awarded 187 TangerKIDS grants in 38 locations across 
the country totaling over $200,000. 

The TangerKIDS grant program supports students in 
pre-school through high school and was designed to 
satisfy the specific funding needs that schools have, 

from creating and implementing school-wide programs, 
to rebuilding equipment or academic materials 
inventories, to supporting academic clubs, athletic 
teams or band programs within the schools, as they are 
expressed by teachers and principals.

The Houston, TX Opera-To-Go program was funded 
through the TangerKIDS grant program. An operatic 
group performed at Hitchcock Primary to a crowd of 
excited children. The Tanger center team attended 
the performance and watched as pre-kindergarteners 
displayed their delight! The team was amazed by the 
sounds and visuals of the operatic performance, and it 
was a special treat to watch the children’s reactions as 
the characters sang and told their story. 

In Howell, MI, young elementary children are enjoying 
their right-sized furniture; thanks to a TangerKIDS 
grant, they no longer have to climb up on the middle 
school-sized furniture at Three Fires Elementary School. 

I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW 
THAT THE STUDENTS ARE ABSOLUTELY 
LOVING THE NEW FURNITURE AND 
RUG THAT WE PURCHASED THANKS 
TO TANGERKIDS AND TANGER 
OUTLETS! THEY ARE EAGER FOR 
MORE, SO LOOK FOR ANOTHER 
GREAT PROPOSAL FROM ME IN 
THE NEAR FUTURE. WHAT A POSITIVE 
DIFFERENCE THIS HAS MADE FOR 
OUR STUDENTS. THANKS AGAIN FOR 
ALL YOU DO!” 
LINDA A. CUNNINGHAM, LIBRARY 
SERVICES COORDINATOR AT THREE 
FIRES ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
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HOMETOWN HEROES
Hometown HEROES include those who serve 
as firefighters, police officers, in the armed 
forces, or as medical and rescue personnel. 
Tanger is grateful for the service of these 
Hometown HEROES, and in 2018 Tanger made 
contributions of nearly $90,000 to support 
these heroes.

SUPPORTING FIREFIGHTERS
Tanger is proud to work with firefighters across the 
country and has frequently acted as a local firefighter 
training site. When facilities are updated, existing 
structures are often demolished before the expansion 
begins, and firefighters are therefore able to practice 
their skills cutting holes in the roof, cutting through 
drywall and even through concrete walls. Tanger parking 
lots and facilities are also a great training ground for 
new equipment like aerial ladder trucks, and for other 
training exercises that require large open spaces. 
Firefighters often express their appreciation for how the 
Tanger teams work with them to ensure the highest level 
of safety during the exercises.

THANKING LAW ENFORCEMENT AND 
FIRST RESPONDERS
The Tanger center in Foley, AL recently showed its 
thanks and support to several area agencies. Tanger 
made separate $500 donations to the City of Foley 
Police, Fire Department, and Alabama Sheriffs’ Baldwin 
County Boys Ranch. Local officials attending the 
individual events included Baldwin County Sheriff Huey 
“Hoss” Mack, representing the Alabama Sheriffs’ Baldwin 
County Boys Ranch, Foley Fire Chief Joey Darby, and 
Foley Police Chief David Wilson.
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Check out the TangerLife blog and look for the 
hashtag #TangerHero:

https://www.tangerlife.com/category/news/ 
for more stories.

WE ARE VERY GRATEFUL TO HAVE 
THE MEN AND WOMEN OF EACH OF 
THESE ORGANIZATIONS TO SERVE 
AND PROTECT OUR COMMUNITY. 
THEIR SERVICE IS INVALUABLE. 
TANGER OUTLETS IS PLEASED TO 
SHOW OUR SUPPORT. WE GREATLY 
APPRECIATE THE EXCELLENT 
WORKING RELATIONSHIP WE HAVE 
WITH ALL OF THEM.” 
GENERAL MANAGER (GM), 
DEBRA BROWN 
FOLEY, ALABAMA

HONORING MILITARY AND VETERANS
Tanger values veterans and their service for our great 
nation and offers a variety of perks to local veterans in 
appreciation of their service. After a successful test of 
a reserved parking program for Veterans in 2017, we 
officially rolled out the program to all 44 Tanger centers 
during 2018, so that veterans have reserved parking 
spots near the entrance.

In 2018 our National Harbor, MD team was proud to 
support Cups of Joy, a nonprofit organization that 
sends donated travel mugs and messages of support 
to deployed U.S. soldiers during the holiday season. The 
organization was actually started in 2015 by National 
Harbor Customer Support Rep (CSR) Kemeterica (Mimi) 
Green, who is a retired veteran. Mimi expressed her 
passion for the cause, “This is an organization that is very 
precious to me because I know how it feels to be away 
from loved ones during the holiday season, so as a retired 
veteran, I started this program to give back to my fellow 
active duty members. I find that the military member 
really enjoys the message as much as the travel mugs.”

It is obvious that Mimi has the full support of her 
National Harbor team. Isida Konda, Assistant General 
Manager (AGM) states, “Giving back to others is a real 
passion for Mimi and we are so proud to have her here.”

GOLD STAR MOTHERS
Tanger’s Atlantic City, NJ team partnered with Caesars 
Entertainment and the Got Your Back Network to 
welcome Gold Star Mothers and honor the great 
sacrifices made for our country. Gold Star Mothers are 
women who have lost a child serving in the United States 
Armed Forces. A full itinerary of activities, including a 
shopping excursion to the Atlantic City Tanger center, was 
designed to make these Gold Star Mothers feel special, 
and to provide enjoyable experiences to this deserving 
group of women. Tanger team members greeted their 
limos, and provided Tanger swag bags, a directory and 
coupon books for each mother. The event coincided with 
a friends and family event for Miss America contestants 
sponsored by one of our tenants, Coach; GM Donna 
Danielson and AGM Rachael Hentschel worked with 
Coach to extend the sale to the Gold Star Moms, as 
well. The big day ended with recognition of the Gold 
Star Mothers during The Miss America Competition live 
broadcast on Sunday, September 9th.
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AT TANGER, IT’S PERSONAL
At Tanger, it truly is personal. In 2018 our local 
leadership teams were active in their communities, 
through Chambers of Commerce, Travel and Visitor 
Bureaus, and other non-profit organizations. Tanger 
employees at centers across the U.S. participated on 
over 47 unique boards of directors in 2018. Tanger 
supports employee volunteerism by granting each 
employee 40 hours of paid time off per year to volunteer 
in their community. This resulted in over 5,250 hours of 
volunteering across the U.S. in 2018.

In 2018 the Branson, MO team completed 229 hours 
of community service, and leaders participated on 
four boards of directors. AGM Deidra McCormick 
was elected to the local Convention and Visitors 
Bureau/Chamber Board for a two-year term, and was 
elected to the District Marketing Council (DMC). She also 
serves on two other tourism and DMC board committees.

The Atlantic City, NJ team is led by GM Donna Danielson, 
who participated as a board member of the Metropolitan 
Business & Community Association as well as the 
Atlantic City Police Foundation. She is the founder 
of ThisisAC, a community organization promoting 
Atlantic City. Other Tanger colleagues participated in 
various community activities, and the Atlantic City team 
contributed a total of 138 volunteer hours in 2018.

Juan Carlos Linares, GM of the National Harbor, 
MD center, is active on the Prince Georges County 
Workforce Development Board and took a leadership 
role in establishing an American Job Center (AJC) 
training facility at the National Harbor, MD center 
during 2018. The AJC has begun offering training 
programs and employee placement free of charge for 
all brands represented at the National Harbor center. 
This program makes it possible for local job seekers to 
gain the necessary training to thrive and succeed in their 
new careers.

TANGER LEADERS CARE ABOUT 
THEIR COMMUNITIES
With 44 centers as of December 31, 2018, throughout 
the United States and Canada, our centers are integral 
parts of their communities. In 2018, Tanger and our 
retail partners employed an estimated 45,000 people 
in full- and part-time jobs at Tanger centers. The 
incremental sales tax created by our retail partners, 
along with the thousands of jobs created for local 
residents, provide funding for local schools, law 
enforcement and emergency response services, and 
other community programs.

In addition to volunteering on local boards of directors, 
Tanger center GMs and AGMs stay attuned to their 
area’s interests and host special events. In 2018 

Tanger hosted 132 community events, with 71 of them 
directly tied to raising funds for nonprofit organizations. 
Partnering with community organizations helps 
expose more shoppers to the Tanger experience, thus 
performing community service while also increasing 
traffic and sales for our retail partners.

Multiple Tanger centers partnered with community 
organizations to host Southern Women’s Shows and 
Symposiums in 2018, including centers in: Hilton Head, 
SC; Savannah, GA; and Lancaster, PA. Tanger team 
members also participated in an event hosted by the 
Alamance, NC Chamber of Commerce that focused on 
leadership and professional development; this was a 
great way for the Mebane, NC team to discuss goals, 
share actionable items and partner with other business 
leaders. In Lancaster, Tanger teamed with Susquehanna 
Style, the premier lifestyle magazine with monthly 
membership of 80,000.
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PEOPLE
CUSTOMERS AND 
EMPLOYEES
The long-term, trusting relationships with team 
members and the consumers we serve.



v

OUR CUSTOMERS

We consistently strive to create a best-in-class experience, so that Tanger is a “First Choice” for shoppers. We call this 
The Tanger Difference.

CUSTOMER GOALS
W: 10 mm H: 10 mm
Standard size of artboard

2pt
Standard stroke weight

Make sure the icon is centered within the artboard

Remove unnecessary color swatches

Check the overprinting from the ATTRIBUTES window (Ctrl+F11)

Shoppers are a critical link in the success of our retail partners as well as the overall success of our centers. 
To ensure that we engage in shopper interactions that create the best possible customer experience, we have 
established goals and objectives.

 Be the “First Choice” for shoppers by providing them with the best brands, the best prices and the best customer 
experience, as measured through a comprehensive customer survey by 2020

 Install Wifi at 95% of Tanger properties by 2019

 Install children’s play areas, Tanger Golf or splashpad areas in more than 20 locations by 2022

CUSTOMER FOCUS — 
CREATING A COMPELLING 
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
Each Tanger center is designed to reflect the regional 
personality and the needs and interests of the people who 
shop there. This is possible because of Tanger’s focus 
on creating destinations that shoppers can depend on – 
convenient one-stop shopping with the best prices for the 
brands they want and expect, clean facilities, family friendly 
spaces and activities, and a strong emphasis on both 
customer service and customer experience.

The Tanger Difference reflects a philosophy where we 
establish our reputation by setting high expectations. 
Through engagement and feedback, we are able to identify 
opportunities for innovation.

“RATE US” CUSTOMER SURVEYS
Tanger measures “First Choice” with shoppers through 
ratings and reviews across multiple digital channels. In 2018, 
Tanger set measurable ratings goals for each center, and 
we proactively asked shoppers to ‘Rate Us.’ We employed 
a national reputation management platform to track our 
progress, and our scores exceeded both Tanger’s 2017 
actual performance as well as internal goals we had set for 
ourselves in 2018. We use this measurement to celebrate 
our wins, but also to address any opportunities to improve 
shopper experience.

We followed up with shoppers, and then local managers 
responded to their concerns and shared our appreciation. 
These responses supported our actions regarding feedback 
and in the process, encouraged even more ratings and 
reviews from others, increasing feedback and conversations 
across all measurable channels. This initiative provided 
customers with a voice to engage and has helped us improve 
at local, regional and national levels.

CONNECTING WITH 
CUSTOMERS

We connect with our customers and pride 
ourselves on listening to customers, then 
delivering the value that comes with offering 
desired brands at reasonable prices. Our 
Chief Executive Officer Steven B. Tanger has 
consistently said, “In good times, people love 
a bargain, and in tough times, people need 
a bargain.” We stand behind our dedication 
to value by taking price out of the equation. 
In 1995, Tanger established “Tanger Outlets 
Best Price Promise™,” an outlet industry first, 
offering shoppers an instant cash refund of 
the difference if they find an item purchased 
at Tanger advertised for less within 14 days.

PEOPLE
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“FIRST CHOICE” 
SHOPPER SERVICES
Tanger centers provide shopper services 
that enhance the shopper experience. 
Following are a few of these services.

TANGER MOBILE APP
Tanger is at the forefront when it comes to technology,  
and we developed a mobile app more than a decade 
ago that today is used by well over a million and a half 
customers. The Tanger Mobile App helps customers 
access coupons and deals, provides shoppers with 
directions from their current location to a specific store, 
or special deals within a store which pop up as shoppers 
walk by that store. It has a parking pin to remind 
shoppers where they parked, and each year new features 
are added to make shopping at Tanger even easier.

TANGERCLUB
A loyalty program for frequent shoppers who enroll by 
purchasing a $10 TangerClub card. Loyal shoppers are 
rewarded with special and seasonal discounts, reward 
levels based on purchasing patterns, birthday gifts, and 
other exclusive deals. TangerClub members can use 
the Tanger Mobile App to streamline the process of 
receiving rewards for purchases, eliminating the need to 
physically visit the Shopper Services office.

VIP PARKING
In 2018, several centers participated in a test of the 
TangerClub VIP Parking amenity, knowing that upfront 
parking is a priority for many shoppers. We tested the 
viability of this amenity to analyze operational feasibility 
and its impact on TangerClub sales. The 2018 pilot 
program was so successful that it will be rolled out 
portfolio-wide in 2019.
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ENHANCING CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE - CENTER DESIGN 
AND AMENITIES
Each center is designed with a hometown flair that 
features elements of the local culture and history, and 
this influence shows up in center design, artwork, 
and programs tailored to shopper segments within 
individual markets.

We constantly look for new ways to enhance the 
customer’s experience, and based on feedback from our 
shoppers, we have continued to fine-tune our format as 
well, adding amenities like cozy gathering areas with soft 
seating, interactive play spaces and features, sculptures 
and social art installations. In certain centers we have 
also incorporated attractions, such as miniature golf 
in Howell, MI and Jeffersonville, OH, and pop-jet water 
features, like Summer Splash in Daytona Beach, FL to 
help create more family fun.

DIGITAL DIRECTORIES AND MOBILE 
DEVICE CHARGING STATIONS
In addition to the Tanger Mobile App way-finding 
capabilities, select centers are equipped with digital 
directories as well as mobile device charging capacity.

SHOPPER SERVICES, CUSTOMER 
SUPPORT REPS
Each center has a Shopper Services office staffed with 
Customer Service Reps who serve as the front line for 
TangerClub sales and service.
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TALENT ACQUISITION
Acquiring the best and brightest talent that is a good 
fit with our culture is the first step to establish Tanger 
as a “First Choice” employer brand. We strive to deliver 
an enhanced candidate experience that continually 
improves quality of hire, attracts and retains diverse 
talent and decreases length-to-hire.

OUR EMPLOYEE 
TEAM MEMBERS
We could not accomplish any of what you have 
read about in this report without our amazing 
employee team members. The 645 full- and 
part-time employees who make up Tanger are 
critical to our success.

EMPLOYEE TEAM MEMBER GOALS
W: 10 mm H: 10 mm
Standard size of artboard

2pt
Standard stroke weight

Make sure the icon is centered within the artboard

Remove unnecessary color swatches

Check the overprinting from the ATTRIBUTES window (Ctrl+F11)

We have established goals and objectives to 
ensure we hire, develop, reward and retain the 
best team possible.

 Strengthen Tanger’s diverse, collaborative, 
entrepreneurial culture by refining and 
clarifying core values, implementing 
programs that demonstrate these values 
in actions; incorporate into Performance 
Management system by 2019

 Develop and execute Tanger’s Talent 
Management processes to maximize 
performance and provide direction for 
continuous employee development

 Conduct a Pay Equity Analysis by 2020

We accomplish these goals by focusing on the 
following areas:

TALENT ACQUISITION

ENCOURAGING AN INCLUSIVE, 
COLLABORATIVE, ENTREPRENEURIAL 
CULTURE

TALENT MANAGEMENT & EMPLOYEE 
DEVELOPMENT

TOTAL REWARDS

GRI 
102-8
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ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT ON 
COLLEGE CAMPUSES
In addition to a social media presence, including reviews 
on platforms like GlassDoor, Tanger was active with 
future workforce participants on college campuses 
and through our internship program. Tanger actively 
recruits on college campuses, and CEO Steven B. Tanger 
and other senior executives are personally involved in 
outreach, speaking at colleges and universities and 
hosting events at Tanger locations.

National Harbor, MD leaders Juan Carlos Linares, GM 
and Isida Konda, AGM, and Quentin Pell, VP of Enterprise 
Risk Management and Corporate Responsibility, worked 
with Dr. Salah Hassan of George Washington University 
(GWU) as part of a client-based learning curriculum. 
This was the second year Tanger was chosen as the 
“client” for the 2018 Spring semester, where students 
address questions like: How do you drive sustainability, 
and what more could Tanger do in this area? How do 
you drive corporate brand engagement throughout 
the stakeholder journey analysis? What factors can 
improve Tanger’s corporate brand engagement? How 
do you build a strong corporate brand while sustaining 
community relationships? During the last week of class, 
the Tanger team attended the final project presentations 
and were excited to see how their ideas might contribute 
to Tanger’s success.

TANGER INTERNS
In 2018, Tanger hosted seven interns in both field 
locations as well as at corporate headquarters. 
This diverse group of interns included top talent, 
with majors ranging from marketing to finance to 
information technology. Throughout the summer, interns 
participated in various projects and offered input on 
process improvements. The program culminated with 
a presentation to the Tanger senior leadership team; 
in fact, it was a group of interns that recommended 
alternative irrigation systems that in 2018 began 
positively impacting Tanger’s water usage. Another 
of our 2017 Tanger interns drove brand knowledge 
through marketing and social media projects, and 

THE FEEDBACK WE’VE GOTTEN FROM 
ASU HAS BEEN PHENOMENAL. THEY 
WERE VERY EXCITED TO BE A PART 
OF THIS EVENT AND ARE LOOKING 
FORWARD TO MANY MORE TO 
COME, INCLUDING A POTENTIAL 
FACULTY NIGHT… I FEEL AS A 
GROUP WE DID AN EXCELLENT JOB 
REPRESENTING TANGER, INCREASING 
BRAND AWARENESS, AND HAD FUN 
DOING IT.” 
RONNIE MARK, GM TANGER 
BLOWING ROCK

In 2018 Tanger leadership from our Blowing 
Rock, NC center partnered with Appalachian 
State University (ASU) students and faculty 
to create a Tailor Your Success event 
emphasizing professional interactions and 
how to dress for success. Over 450 students 
and faculty signed up to attend, and Tanger 
provided Tanger gift cards ranging from $100 
to $200, as well as a gift bag with over $300 of 
professional accessory items.

“
was subsequently hired. Because our interns bring 
a storehouse of new ideas and strong value to our 
organization, we look forward to continuing to build our 
talent pipeline by hosting more interns in 2019.
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GRI 
102-16

TANGER CORE VALUES

 % Act with the highest integrity

 % Support continuous improvement and 
learning for our employees

 % Be a “First Choice” partner with our 
stakeholders

 % Support our communities through 
responsible citizenship

 % Demonstrate respect in all that we do

 % Foster a culture with an inclusive, team first 
attitude

 % Deliver phenomenal customer service

ENCOURAGING AN INCLUSIVE, 
COLLABORATIVE AND 
ENTREPRENEURIAL CULTURE
The next element that helps Tanger establish itself as 
a “First Choice” employer brand is creating a culture 
where team members feel appreciated and welcome. 
Tanger is committed to pursuing diverse approaches to 
deliver development and advancement opportunities, 
with a focus on increasing employee appreciation 
and satisfaction. We accomplish this by creating an 
inclusive, collaborative, entrepreneurial culture that 
emphasizes personal initiative, values diversity and 
continuous learning, and encourages an open exchange 
of ideas that generates innovation across the business.

Tanger is committed to demonstrating value and respect 
for all people. Through our business principles, Tanger 
recognizes its responsibility to respect human rights in 
its operations, and to promote appropriate examples 
of behavior and to make a positive impact within our 
sphere of influence.

Tanger’s core values help encourage a collaborative 
and entrepreneurial culture that is committed to ethical 
business practices and good corporate citizenship. 
Examples of team members who demonstrate these 
behaviors are shared in monthly newsletters and 
management communications. In 2019 these core 
values will be explicitly incorporated into Tanger’s 
performance management process.

Tanger believes that in addition to equal employment 
opportunity, every employee has the right to a workplace 
free of harassment. Tanger is committed to providing a 
work environment that supports individual dignity and 
respect. Any form of harassment, including that of a 
sexual nature, violates Tanger policy and our sense of 
ethics and professionalism.

The culture at Tanger continues to be fast-paced, 
collaborative and entrepreneurial. We value teamwork 
and strive to stay ahead of the competition. This is 
clearly stated in our core values, particularly our value 
to “Foster a culture with an inclusive, team first attitude.” 
With emphasis on collaboration across the team and 
promotion from within, Tanger has experienced high 
team member retention rates. The entrepreneurial spirit 
is embodied in the Tanger culture, with the “Do it Now, 
Make it Happen, Have Fun!” mantra that resonates 
across Tanger.

Cross-organizational sharing is encouraged through 
our monthly newsletters, by recognition, both formal 
as well as informal peer recognition, and through 
development opportunities that encourage sharing 
knowledge between headquarters and field personnel, 
and especially sharing best practices among centers.
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TANGER HAS A ZERO-
TOLERANCE POLICY WITH 
REGARDS TO DISCRIMINATION, 
HARASSMENT AND 
THREATENING OR VIOLENT 
BEHAVIOR TOWARDS OTHERS.

TANGER IS COMMITTED TO 
PROVIDING A WORKPLACE 
FREE FROM ANY TYPE OF 
UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION; 
THEREFORE, ANYONE FOUND 
TO BE PARTICIPATING IN 
UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION 
SHALL BE SUBJECT TO 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION.

TANGER IS COMMITTED TO 
RECRUITING AND HIRING 
QUALIFIED, DEDICATED 
PERSONNEL REGARDLESS OF 
RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, 
NATIONALITY, SEX, AGE, 
SEXUAL ORIENTATION, 
VETERAN STATUS, DISABILITY, 
OR ANY OTHER PROTECTED 
CLASS.

BUILDING A DIVERSE WORKFORCE
Gender diversity at Tanger is a strength that does not happen by accident. As of year-end 2018, half of our executive 
leadership team was female, and 70% of our corporate team was female. Field employees were 88% female and our 
Board of Directors were 22% female.

Our success is highly dependent on part-time employees. With 56% of our 645-person workforce consisting of part-time 
employees, it is imperative that they have access to programs and benefits that support and encourage their continued 
employment with Tanger. We are proud that 37% of Tanger team members have been with us for five years or longer, and 
that the average tenure for full-time employees is more than 7 years. Turnover in both the full- and part-time ranks is the 
lowest it has been in the past three years.

GENDER DIVERSITY – PERCENT FEMALE

70%
of our corporate team

22%
of Board

88%
of field employees

50%
of executive 
leadership team

Corporate Team

Field Employees

Board of Directors

Executive Leadership Team

GRI 
401-1 
405-1
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In line with our core value to “Support continuous 
improvement and learning for our employees,” we 
encourage eLearning, instructor-led training, and on the 
job training. Career development tools have created 
effective career path counseling processes that support 
employee team members and their managers. Tanger 
employees take responsibility for their career growth 
and are enabled by Tanger’s UltiPro software, which 
allows team members to search for positions of interest, 
including open opportunities and job descriptions; they 
can apply online after discussion with their manager.

NEXT GENERATION LEADERS
Jay Marmo is an excellent example of a next generation 
leader. In 2018 Jay was promoted to General Manager at 
Tanger’s Houston, TX center. Jay joined the Tanger team 
in 2008 as an Administrative Assistant in San Marcos, 
TX. She was promoted to Tenant Services Manager 
in 2014, and to Associate AGM in October 2015. 
One year later she was promoted to fill the AGM 
role in Houston. Jay has received three Outstanding 

Performance Awards since joining Tanger, recognizing 
her for displaying a positive and upbeat disposition in all 
aspects of her job, and achieving strong results overall. 
With a commitment to teamwork, Jay helps drive results 
at the Houston center and across Tanger. 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND 
TANGER UNIVERSITY
Tanger University – known as Tanger U – is an intensive 
one-week training program at corporate headquarters 
in Greensboro, NC for new hires in field management 
positions. Not only do participants get to know and 
learn from each other, they also meet Tanger’s senior 
leadership team as they take a deep dive into each 
functional area. The new leaders attend sessions 
with each corporate department, learn about the 
department’s strategic plans, and begin to understand 
how their individual roles contribute to Tanger’s 
overall success. 2018 participants wrapped up the 
week with a graduation ceremony that included all 
corporate employees.

TALENT MANAGEMENT 
& EMPLOYEE 
DEVELOPMENT
The next step in establishing Tanger as a “First Choice” 
employer brand is talent management and employee 
development. Tanger focuses on both our performance 
management and employee development processes 
to maximize performance and provide direction 
for continuous employee development. We provide 
management tools to ensure employees are trained, 
supported and equipped to fulfill Tanger’s strategic 
vision. This includes a robust succession planning 
process that prepares employees to be elevated into 
executive level positions, and designs development 
plans to challenge and promote talent in all areas of 
the organization. 

TRAINING AND CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT
In 2018, Tanger sponsored nearly 14,000 hours of 
training, an average of 22 hours per employee. In 
addition to leadership development, mentoring and other 
individual coaching and development activities, training 
also focuses on skill-building for specific operational 
areas like marketing strategies, HVAC and roof 
inspection training, financial and budgeting systems, 
and cyber security. 
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TOTAL REWARDS
To encourage potential employees to select Tanger 
as their “First Choice” employer brand, we provide a 
competitive array of compensation and benefits that 
deliver tangible and meaningful ways to incentivize 
and reward employees at all levels of the organization. 
Tanger continues to develop strategies to enhance an 
environment where high performance and expression 
of Tanger core competencies and values are publicly 
recognized. Tanger’s Total Rewards program provides 
fair and equitable pay that rewards employees for their 
service and for going above and beyond. 

As Tanger continues to deliver tangible and meaningful 
ways to motivate employees at all levels of the 
organization, we recognize that a balanced blend 
of monetary and non-monetary rewards can drive 
long-term commitment and generate valuable business 
results. Highlights of our Total Rewards program include:

• Fair and equitable compensation, and health benefits 
for full-time employees 

• Company-wide 401(k) savings plan, including 
a company match for both full- and part-time 
employees

• Paid time off for all full-time employees and for part-
time employees with five or more years of service

• Bereavement leave with paid time off after the loss of 
a loved one for all employees, full- and part-time, with 
increased time off added in past 2 years

• Total Compensation Statement (pay and benefits) 
sent to all employees quarterly

• 40 hours paid time off each year for full-time 
employees to volunteer 

• Health and wellness tools, and financial boot camps

• Special Achievement and Outstanding Achievement 
awards - recognition by CEO Steven B. Tanger for 
projects or processes resulting in significant cost 
savings, increased sales or efficiency improvements, 
and additional skills development or incremental job 
duties that significantly impact their department. 

SAFETY, HEALTH & WELLNESS
Our focus on health and safety has driven general 
liability and workers compensation cost reductions, 
which keep our business healthy. Tanger saw a nearly 
20% reduction for liability claims per million square foot 
reduction between 2012 and 2018. Tanger achieves 
these results with regular self-inspection of sites 
and facilities that meet or exceed local codes and 
regulations, including third-party contractor inspections 
as required and guided by our management teams 
and property and general liability insurance carrier 
inspections of 10 to 12 sites annually.

Worker compensation claims per million square foot are 
down 20% since 2012. Reductions have been driven by 
sound management, experience, health and wellness tools, 
and our emphasis on training; we provide more than 100 
hours of training per year to our field management staff, 
and the average tenure of this staff is 6.5 years with Tanger. 

A health and wellness resource Tanger offers free to 
employees is an innovative tool called HealthyLife® 
Wellness Portal. The portal provides a vast array of 
wellness tools to help make a difference in the lives and 
health of employees and their families; for instance, it 
provides group and individual challenges, a calendar 
of wellness events, articles, tips and other helpful 
resources to help maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

Tanger also offers rewards to encourage employees to 
actively work toward achieving and maintaining optimal 
health. While not everyone desires to join a health club, 
employees open to other forms of exercise may be 
eligible to receive incentives for participation in other 
physical and wellness activities, (e.g., working with a 
personal trainer, swimming, tennis, weight management, 
martial arts instruction, yoga, Pilates, 10,000 steps per 
day or other workouts). Employees can receive funding 
to cover up to 10 designated activities per month, to 
support participation; employees are able to determine 
benefits via the UltiPro software system.
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GOVERNANCE 
& ETHICS
The governance policies and processes, business ethics and 
corporate values that guide our actions, help us achieve ESG 
goals, and keep us accountable to our shareholders.



Governance is an anchor for analyzing the ESG 
health of a company. Tanger has consistently 
sought to be transparent with stakeholders and 
this extends to our ESG impacts, including our 
goals and levels of achievement.

Our commitment to operating with the highest 
level of integrity begins with the Board of 
Directors and is evident throughout the 
organization. Our governance framework, as 
well as our continuously evolving policies and 
adoption of best practices, reflect our values 
and support our corporate responsibility 
approach. 

GOVERNANCE 
GOALS 

We established goals and objectives to clearly communicate governance policies, processes and ethics 
practices that guide our actions.

 Increase levels of transparency to meet increasing expectations of investors and stakeholders

 Report environmental, social and governance data and goals using international and industry standards 
and frameworks, e.g., GRI, SASB, GRESB by 2020 

 Develop and publish Human Rights Policy by 2019

 Establish an executive ESG committee by 2019

 Conduct an updated ESG Material Issues Assessment by 2020

 Formally identify environmental issues on Enterprise Risk Management Risk Register for regular review by 2019

 Develop an environmental statement or policy by 2020
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
GOVERNANCE

BOARD DIVERSITY
The Board seeks a mix of backgrounds and experience 
among its members. We believe that decision making 
is improved when various perspectives contribute to 
the discussion. In evaluating director candidates, the 
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee uses 
its judgment to identify nominees whose viewpoints, 
backgrounds, experience, gender, race, ethnicity and 
other attributes, taken as a whole, contribute to the high 
standards of Board service at Tanger. While the Board 
does not follow any ratio or formula to determine the 
appropriate mix, the Board is committed to increasing 
gender and racial diversity among directors over 
time and, as reflected in our Corporate Governance 
Guidelines, the Nominating and Corporate Governance 
Committee is committed to including highly qualified 
women and minority candidates in each search the 
Board undertakes. The Nominating and Corporate 
Governance Committee assesses its performance as 
to all aspects of the selection and nomination process 
for directors, including diversity, as part of its annual 
self-evaluation process.

The Board’s commitment to diversity is reflective 
of Tanger’s policy of inclusiveness throughout the 
organization. Our management team reflects gender 
and racial diversity as well as diversity of viewpoints, 
background and experience. For example, fifty percent 
of the members of our executive leadership team 
are women.

BOARD COMPOSITION
Tanger’s strength in board governance stems from a committed Board of Directors who represent diverse 
backgrounds, career experiences, and industries. All of the directors, other than CEO Steven B. Tanger, are independent, 
including the Chair of the Board. We believe this independent oversight, together with maintaining an appropriate mix 
of director tenure that balances institutional knowledge and fresh perspectives, allows the Board to most effectively 
exercise its oversight role. The Board considers refreshment as an opportunity to further align the skillset of the Board 
with Tanger’s business strategy and, particularly in recent years, to strengthen the Board’s diversity. 

All of this leads to diverse ways of thinking, which helps provide balanced, consistent guidance and perspective and in 
addition to decision-making, sets a tone at the top of accountability – a visible commitment to employees, customers 
and other key stakeholders.

Employee
Directors
1

Director Independence

Independent
Directors

8

3 years 
or less
2

4-10 years
3

Director Tenure

Greater than
10 years

4

Females
2

Board Gender Diversity

Males
7

In 2018, we continued our efforts to refresh and enhance the composition of 
our Board of Directors with the addition of Susan E. Skerritt.

EXPERIENCE
With a 35-year financial career as a demonstrated leader with deep 
expertise in global financial markets, regulatory compliance, and risk 
management, Ms. Skerritt brings valuable perspective to Tanger’s Board. 
In addition, in appointing Ms. Skerritt to the Board and nominating her 
for election by our shareholders, the Board also considered its goal of 
increasing the diversity of the Board, including gender diversity.

With the addition of Ms. Skerritt, women now account for 22% of 
membership of the Tanger Board of Directors.

GRI 
405-1
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BEST PRACTICES
Tanger strives to be a leader in governance practices including board structure, audit and risk oversight, and 
shareholder rights. Leading practices include:

STRONG CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICE

INDEPENDENCE ACCOUNTABILITY

 % 8 of 9 directors are independent

 % Non-Executive Chair

 % All board committees composed entirely of 
independent directors

 % Regular executive sessions of 
independent directors

 % Board and Committees may hire outside 
advisors independently of management

 % Annual election of all directors

 % Majority voting with director resignation 
policy (plurality voting in contested elections)

 % Annual Board and Committee self-evaluations

 % Clawback Policy

BEST PRACTICES SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS

 % Active shareholder engagement process

 % Diversity reflected in Board and 
Senior Management

 % Board includes 6 audit committee 
financial experts

 % Strategy and risk oversight by the Board and 
its Committees

 % Share ownership guidelines for executive 
officers and independent directors

 % One-share, one-vote standard

 % No poison pill

 % Shareholders may change the Board size

 % Directors may be removed without cause

BOARD STRUCTURE
We operate under a board leadership structure with 
separate roles for our CEO and non-executive Chair of 
the Board. As part of our annual Board self-evaluation 
process, we evaluate our leadership structure to ensure 
that the Board continues to believe that it provides the 
optimal structure for Tanger and shareholders. Our 
current leadership structure permits the CEO to focus 
his attention on managing Tanger and permits the non-
executive Chair to manage the Board.

The Board has three standing committees to 
facilitate and assist the Board in the execution of its 
responsibilities. Board committees include the following 
and charters for each of these committees can be found 
on our website:

AUDIT COMMITTEE

COMPENSATION COMMITTEE

NOMINATING AND CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Board committees, and the full Board, when appropriate, 
engage in discussion of ESG topics.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH 
THE BOARD 
Any shareholder or interested party is welcome 
to communicate with our Chair of the Board, any 
other director, the non-management directors as 
a group or the Board of Directors as a whole by 
writing the directors per instructions on our website: 
http://investors.tangeroutlet.com/govdocs. All 
communications, except for marketing and advertising 
materials, are forwarded directly to our directors.
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GOVERNANCE 
DIRECTION FROM 
MANAGEMENT
The culture of accountability established by our Board of 
Directors is reinforced by our CEO and other members 
of management and is evident in our commitment to 
managing our ESG impacts and being transparent by 
reporting our goals and progress to stakeholders. We 
published our first Corporate Responsibility Report in 2016 
and have dedicated additional resources each year to 
improve our reporting process and disclosures. To further 
enhance our report, and in response to increasing interest 
from our shareholders and other stakeholders, we have 
taken steps to issue this report leveraging international 
standards and frameworks. This report marks the first time 
that we have included a Content Index. 

Governance plays a vital role in delivering long-term, 
consistent results, including corporate responsibility 
impact. Our commitment to ESG matters requires 
prioritization of internal resources and dedication 
of our team. Accordingly, in 2018, we established a 
cross-functional ERM committee, and plan to enhance 
ESG responsibilities and topics, including an updated 
materiality assessment, by no later than 2020. 

ENTERPRISE RISK 
MANAGEMENT
Tanger carefully monitors ERM topics, including 
corporate responsibility issues, through a Risk Register. 
For the past ten years, Tanger has had a management 
position responsible for helping identify issues and 
establishing processes for ERM and Internal Audit 
across the enterprise. The long-term relationships 
with retail partners, shareholders and employees 
are a top priority and help Tanger identify issues and 
opportunities. While the Tanger Board is responsible 
for overseeing our risk management processes, our 
internal management team has responsibility for day-
to-day risk management processes, as outlined in the 
adjacent chart. 

BOARD COMMITTEE AREAS OF OVERSIGHT

THE TANGER BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS

 % The Board is responsible for overseeing Tanger’s risk management processes

 % While the Board oversees our overall risk management, our management team is responsible for day-to-day 
risk management processes

AUDIT COMMITTEE COMPENSATION 
COMMITTEE

NOMINATING & CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

For further information on Board risk oversight, please see http://investors.tangeroutlet.com/govdocs

Tanger has an Executive Risk Committee comprised of Tanger senior management that meets regularly. This committee 
works closely with appropriate management to understand issues and risk mitigation approaches, and shares information 
with the Audit Committee of our Board.

GRI 
102-17
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ALIGNING PAY AND PERFORMANCE

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION 
PHILOSOPHY AND STRUCTURE
Our compensation program rewards teamwork and 
individual officer contributions to our annual and 
longer term goals. Tanger’s compensation philosophy 
is that there should be a strong linkage between 
compensation and performance. In support of this 
compensation philosophy, our executive compensation 
program represents a thoughtful, balanced program 
with a pay-for-performance structure that focuses 
on our performance and reflects the feedback of 
our shareholders.

The Compensation Committee has historically taken into 
consideration the results of our advisory votes on our 
named executive officers’ compensation. Since 2014, 
we have proactively engaged in ongoing shareholder 
outreach in order to hear feedback about our executive 
compensation program directly from shareholders. 
Over the years, members of our Board of Directors 
(specifically the non-executive Chair of the Board and 
the Chair of the Compensation Committee), along 
with the Compensation Committee’s compensation 
consultant and members of management (excluding our 
CEO) have engaged in extensive shareholder outreach in 
order to better understand our investors’ views regarding 
our executive compensation programs. We value the 
feedback provided by these shareholders, and the Board 
has made several changes in recent years to specifically 
address their feedback.

We also structure our executive compensation 
program so as not to encourage excessive risk taking. 
Accordingly, the Compensation Committee of the Board 
incorporates risk oversight and designs compensation 
programs that guard against excessive risk taking.

For more information about our compensation program, 
including changes in response to shareholder feedback, 
and risk mitigation features, see our 2019 proxy statement.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION BEST PRACTICES

WHAT WE DO

 % Utilize an Executive Compensation Program Designed to Align Pay with Performance

 % Conduct an Annual Say-on-Pay Vote

 % Seek Input From, Listen to and Respond to Shareholders

 % Employ a Clawback Policy

 % Utilize Share Ownership Guidelines for NEOs and directors, with a 10x base salary requirement for our CEO

 % Prohibit Hedging and Restrict Pledging of Tanger’s Common Shares

 % Retain an Independent Compensation Consultant 

 % Mitigate Inappropriate Risk Taking

 % Employ a Rigorous Bonus Program

 % Employ a 3-year “no-sell” clause for all time-based restricted shares awarded to the CEO, following the 
vesting date of restricted shares
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EXPECTATIONS FOR ETHICAL BUSINESS CONDUCT 
Led by CEO Steven B. Tanger, our management team operates in a manner that has earned them the respect of the industry and gained them the loyalty — and friendship — of our 
merchant partners. In addition, Tanger executives communicate frequently with colleagues across Tanger to ensure they understand the state of the business, Tanger’s stance on 
social and ethical issues, and their individual roles in embodying and acting on these principles. Tanger’s CEO provides regular communications throughout the year, in town hall 
meetings, through internal messaging and in setting strategic priorities.

Tanger employees are guided by our values, including The Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (The Code). The Code is designed to help employees and representatives 
understand the standards of conduct that are required, and to meet other fundamental obligations that are vital to our success. Aligning actions with expectations is an essential 
component of our cultural DNA – it’s how we operate. 

RAISING ETHICAL CONCERNS
Tanger has an Open Door Policy that provides employees with open, orderly channels of communication to all levels of management. Tanger encourages employees to seek help 
when they feel uncomfortable about a situation or have any doubts about whether it is consistent with our ethical standards. Tanger encourages employees, if possible, to raise or 
escalate an integrity or compliance concern by first speaking with an immediate supervisor or local leadership, but provides other avenues, outlined in The Code.

This includes the Tanger AlertLine®, which is available 24 hours a day, to facilitate the reporting of possible illegal, unethical or improper conduct. All employee inquiries receive a 
response, and all employee reports are investigated. Reports through the AlertLine may be submitted anonymously as permitted by law.

POLICIES

Other publicly available policies and procedures include the 
following and can be found on our website:

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE GUIDELINES

CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT AND ETHICS

POLICIES REGARDING PROCEDURES FOR RECEIPT, 
RETENTION AND TREATMENT OF COMPLAINTS

RELATED THIRD PARTY TRANSACTION POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 
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This section provides a quick reference to indicators, stories and figures in the report. The index reflects indicators identified by Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) Standards and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Standards. The Content Index makes it easy for investors and others 
to locate information to make assessments about Tanger’s ESG programs and policies, and it demonstrates transparency in reporting.

Content Index

DISCLOSURE RESPONSE NOTES

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 102-1 Name of the Organization 10-K

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 10-K

102-3 Location of headquarters 10-K

102-4 Location of operations 10-K

102-5 Ownership and legal form 10-K

102-6 Markets served 10-K

102-7 Scale of the organization 10-K

102-8 Information on employees and other workers Our Employee Team Members p. 32

STRATEGY 102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Message from our CEO p. 3

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY 102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior Tanger Core Values p. 34

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics Governance Direction from Management p. 42

GOVERNANCE 102-18 Governance structure Annual Report

102-35 Remuneration policies Proxy Statement

102-36 Process for determining remuneration Proxy Statement

102-37 Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration Proxy Statement

102-38 Annual total compensation ratio Proxy Statement

102-39 Percentage increase in annual total compensation ratio Proxy Statement

CONTENT INDEX
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DISCLOSURE RESPONSE NOTES

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Stakeholder Engagement p. 9

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders Stakeholder Engagement p. 9

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement Stakeholder Engagement p. 9

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

REPORTING PRACTICE 102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 10-K

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries About this Report p. 7

102-47 List of material topics Our Material Issues – ESG Priorities & Impacts p. 8

102-48 Restatements of information About this Report p. 7

102-49 Changes in reporting Direct Response: No Changes

102-50 Reporting period About this Report p. 7

102-51 Date of most recent report 2017 CSR Report

102-52 Reporting cycle About this Report p. 7

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report Conclusion p. 52

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards About this Report p. 7

102-55 GRI content index Content Index p. 45

102-56 External assurance Direct Response: No external assurance

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 103-1 Management Approach Our Environmental Footprint p. 13

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 13

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 10-K

ANTI-CORRUPTION 103-1 Management Approach Governance & Ethics p. 38

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 39

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies 
and procedures

Code of Business Conduct & Ethics

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken Direct Response: zero incidents occurred
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DISCLOSURE RESPONSE NOTES

ANTI-COMPETITIVE 
BEHAVIOR

103-1 Management Approach Governance & Ethics p. 38

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 39

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and 
monopoly practices

Direct Response: zero incidents occurred

ENERGY 103-1 Management Approach Our Environmental Footprint p. 13

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p.13

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

302-3 Energy intensity Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

EMISSIONS 103-1 Management Approach Our Environmental Footprint p. 13

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 13

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

305-4 GHG emissions intensity Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions Greenhouse Gas Emissions & Energy Efficiency p. 14

EMPLOYMENT 103-1 Management Approach People p. 28

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 32

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover Building a Diverse Workforce p. 35

401-3 Parental leave Glassdoor

DIVERSITY & EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY

103-1 Management Approach People p. 28

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 32

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees Board Diversity & Building a Diverse Workforce p. 40 & p. 35
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DISCLOSURE RESPONSE NOTES

RIGHTS OF 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

103-1 Management Approach Governance & Ethics p. 38

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 39

411-1 Incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous peoples Direct Response: No incidents involving indigenous 
peoples

HUMAN RIGHTS
ASSESSMENT

103-1 Management Approach Governance & Ethics p. 38

103-2 Management Approach Our Approach to Corporate Responsibility p. 8

103-3 Management Approach Corporate Responsibility Goals p. 10 & p. 39

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews 
or impact assessments

Human Rights Policy

412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures Human Rights Policy
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APPENDIX A - DEFINITIONS AND 
RECONCILIATION OF GAAP AND 
NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
DEFINED TERMS

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS
Funds From Operations (“FFO”) is a widely used measure of the 
operating performance for real estate companies that supplements 
net income (loss) determined in accordance with GAAP. We 
determine FFO based on the definition set forth by the National 
Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (“NAREIT”), of which 
we are a member. FFO represents net income (loss) (computed 
in accordance with GAAP) before extraordinary items and gains 
(losses) on sale or disposal of depreciable operating properties, plus 
depreciation and amortization of real estate assets, impairment 
charges on depreciable real estate of consolidated real estate 
and after adjustments for unconsolidated partnerships and joint 
ventures, including depreciation and amortization, and impairment 
losses on investments in unconsolidated joint ventures driven by a 
measurable decrease in the fair value of depreciable real estate held 
by the unconsolidated joint ventures.

FFO is intended to exclude historical cost depreciation of real estate 
as required by GAAP which assumes that the value of real estate 
assets diminishes ratably over time. Historically, however, real estate 
values have risen or fallen with market conditions. Because FFO 
excludes depreciation and amortization of real estate assets, gains 
and losses from property dispositions and extraordinary items, it 
provides a performance measure that, when compared year over 
year, reflects the impact to operations from trends in occupancy 
rates, rental rates, operating costs, development activities and 
interest costs, providing perspective not immediately apparent from 
net income.

We present FFO because we consider it an important supplemental 
measure of our operating performance. In addition, a portion of 
cash bonus compensation to certain members of management 
is based on our FFO or Adjusted Funds From Operations (“AFFO”), 
which is described in the section below. We believe it is useful for 
investors to have enhanced transparency into how we evaluate 
our performance and that of our management. In addition, FFO is 
frequently used by securities analysts, investors and other interested 

parties in the evaluation of REITs, many of which present FFO when 
reporting their results. FFO is also widely used by us and others in 
our industry to evaluate and price potential acquisition candidates. 
NAREIT has encouraged its member companies to report their FFO 
as a supplemental, industry-wide standard measure of REIT operating 
performance.

FFO has significant limitations as an analytical tool, and you should 
not consider it in isolation, or as a substitute for analysis of our 
results as reported under GAAP. Some of these limitations are:

• FFO does not reflect our cash expenditures, or 
future requirements, for capital expenditures or 
contractual commitments;

• FFO does not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for, our 
working capital needs;

• Although depreciation and amortization are non-cash charges, 
the assets being depreciated and amortized will often have to 
be replaced in the future, and FFO does not reflect any cash 
requirements for such replacements; and

• Other companies in our industry may calculate FFO differently 
than we do, limiting its usefulness as a comparative measure.

Because of these limitations, FFO should not be considered as a 
measure of discretionary cash available to us to invest in the growth 
of our business or our dividend paying capacity. We compensate for 
these limitations by relying primarily on our GAAP results and using 
FFO only as a supplemental measure.

ADJUSTED FUNDS 
FROM OPERATIONS
We present AFFO as a supplemental measure of our performance. 
We define AFFO as FFO further adjusted to eliminate the impact 
of certain items that we do not consider indicative of our ongoing 
operating performance. These further adjustments are itemized in 
the table below. You are encouraged to evaluate these adjustments 
and the reasons we consider them appropriate for supplemental 
analysis. In evaluating AFFO you should be aware that in the future 
we may incur expenses that are the same as or similar to some 

of the adjustments in this presentation. Our presentation of AFFO 
should not be construed as an inference that our future results will 
be unaffected by unusual or non-recurring items.

We present AFFO because we believe it assists investors and 
analysts in comparing our performance across reporting periods 
on a consistent basis by excluding items that we do not believe 
are indicative of our core operating performance. In addition, we 
believe it is useful for investors to have enhanced transparency 
into how we evaluate management’s performance and the 
effectiveness of our business strategies. We use AFFO when certain 
material, unplanned transactions occur as a factor in evaluating 
management’s performance and to evaluate the effectiveness 
of our business strategies, and may use AFFO when determining 
incentive compensation.

AFFO has limitations as an analytical tool. Some of these 
limitations are:

• AFFO does not reflect our cash expenditures, or 
future requirements, for capital expenditures or 
contractual commitments;

• AFFO does not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for, our 
working capital needs;

• Although depreciation and amortization are non-cash charges, 
the assets being depreciated and amortized will often have to 
be replaced in the future, and AFFO does not reflect any cash 
requirements for such replacements;

• AFFO does not reflect the impact of certain cash charges 
resulting from matters we consider not to be indicative of our 
ongoing operations; and

• Other companies in our industry may calculate AFFO differently 
than we do, limiting its usefulness as a comparative measure.

Because of these limitations, AFFO should not be considered in 
isolation or as a substitute for performance measures calculated 
in accordance with GAAP. We compensate for these limitations 
by relying primarily on our GAAP results and using AFFO only as a 
supplemental measure.
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Below is a reconciliation of net income to FFO available to common shareholders and AFFO available to common shareholders (in thousands, except per share amounts):(1)

2018 2017 2016
Net income $ 45,563 $ 71,876 $ 204,329

Adjusted for:

Depreciation and amortization of real estate assets - consolidated 129,281 125,621 113,645

Depreciation and amortization of real estate assets - unconsolidated joint ventures 13,314 13,857 18,910

Impairment charges - unconsolidated joint ventures 49,739 — —

Impairment charges - unconsolidated joint ventures 7,180 9,021 2,919

Gain on sale of assets and interests in unconsolidated entities — (6,943) (4,887)

Gain on previously held interests in acquired joint ventures — — (95,516)

FFO 245,077 213,432 239,400

FFO attributable to noncontrolling interests in other consolidated partnerships 421 (265) (348)

Allocation of earnings to participating securities (2,151) (1,943) (2,192)

FFO available to common shareholders(1) $ 243,347 $ 211,224 $ 236,860

As further adjusted for:

Compensation related to director and executive officer terminations(2) — — 1,180

Acquisition costs — — 487

Demolition costs — — 441

Gain on sale of outparcel — — (1,418)

Abandoned pre-development costs — 528 —

Recoveries from litigation settlement — (1,844) —

Make-whole premium due to early extinguishment of debt(3) — 34,143 —

Write-off of debt discount and debt origination costs due to early extinguishment of debt(3) — 1,483 882

Impact of above adjustments to the allocation of earnings to participating securities — (238) (15)

AFFO available to common shareholders(1) $ 243,347 $ 245,296 $ 238,417

FFO available to common shareholders per share - diluted(1) $ 2.48 $ 2.12 $ 2.36

AFFO available to common shareholders per share - diluted(1) $ 2.48 $ 2.46 $ 2.37

Weighted Average Shares:

Basic weighted average common shares 93,309 94,506 95,102

Effect of notional units — — 175

Effect of outstanding options and restricted common shares 1 16 68

Diluted weighted average common shares (for earnings per share computations) 93,310 94,522 95,345

Exchangeable operating partnership units 4,993 5,027 5,053

Diluted weighted average common shares (for FFO and AFFO per share computations)(1) 98,303 99,549 100,398

(1) Assumes the Class A common limited partnership units of the Operating Partnership held by the noncontrolling interests are exchanged for common shares of the Company. Each Class A common limited 
partnership unit is exchangeable for one of the Company’s common shares, subject to certain limitations to preserve the Company’s REIT status.

(2) For the year ended December 31, 2016, represents cash severance and accelerated vesting of restricted shares associated with the departure of an officer in August 2016 and the accelerated vesting of restricted 
shares due to the death of a director in February 2016.

(3) For the year end December 31, 2017, charges related to the redemption of our $300.0 million 6.125% senior notes due 2020. For the year ended December 31, 2016, charges relate to the January 28, 2016 early 
repayment of the $150.0 million mortgage secured by the Deer Park property, which was scheduled to mature August 30, 2018.

APPENDIX A
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TANGER FACTORY OUTLET CENTERS, INC. 
3200 Northline Avenue, Suite 360 
Greensboro, NC 27408 
Phone: (336) 292-3010

TANGEROUTLETS.COM

Cyndi Holt VP of Investor Relations  
cyndi.holt@tangeroutlets.com

Quentin Pell VP of Enterprise Risk Management and 
Corporate Responsibility 
quentin.pell@tangeroutlets.com

CONCLUSION
Thank you for your interest in corporate 
responsibility at Tanger, and for reading our 
2018 Corporate Responsibility Report. For 
additional information regarding this report 
and its contents, please visit our website at 
www.tangeroutlets.com.

GRI 
102-53


